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Time is come for formation of the national Iraqi government and enough for the 
delay

Statement of the non-violence group on the fourth non-violence week 1st-7th of October 2010

The preparation escalated for the non-violence group and their friends for those whom believe on non-violence 
way as a mean for change in order to complete the fourth Iraqi non-violence week, the Iraqi non-violence people 
waiting for this event whenever they reach October. Non-violence group chose a political topic for this week it is 
the main concern for all Iraqis the subject is formation of the new Iraqi government.

Non-violence group as known by its neutrality join to all the Iraqi Civil Society institutions and individuals voices, 
Time is come for formation of the Iraqi national government and enough for the delay, it is regrettable we notice 
competition toward prime minister position, shorthand all Iraqis hopes and aspirations for democratic political 
project, not only that but the race took place outside legal and constitutional framework representative by the dome 
of the parliament , and the great concern is encroach our geographical border and open the door wide for 
intervention from regional and international countries.

We are all know that there is a need for discussion and dialogue but we are all surprised the they insist and put it 
outside the right legitimate framework, and put entire political process at risk, the months ago showed the fact that 
the seriousness of the situation of what happened and happening the implication of security is a reflection of the 
political differences is the Iraqi people from north to south pay the cost, and it cannot be limited by farther 
militarization or more arm purchase but it is the part key for the problem.

That is why we request national unified stance and return the discussion to its proper perspective, and give the 
elected member in the current parliament right to directly vote to choose the three presidencies without any 
pressure, for that we call for the direct and secret vote mechanism. The respect for the principle of democratic 
action, dialogue and differences in the dome of parliament it is only way to gain the trust for the Iraqi public.

The non-violence group also reminds of the necessary to respect the Iraqis rights for non-violence struggle for the 
expression of their opinion and their demands, which is the suitable way to build secure and democratic Iraqi, and 
once again call upon all Iraqis to relay on the non-violence replacement for change and expression.
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